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Circulation Price Elasticity

In the,Daily Newspaper Industry
.

Almost,20 years ago, Landau aed Davenport stated tIlat, "The salespride

uf a newspaper, therefore, is expressed neither by the int+action between

1

Suppli and.Demand nor by a-relationship to production cost !factors. Pride

f a
determinationis 'purely arbitrary. (emphasis added) ih41 concluded::

The forceful influence on ails arbitration seems to be a'

belief that a newspaper muit be so/d at an insignificant price

in ordei to have mash appeal.

Both %single copy-and home deliVer prices rise slowly, are

'rather.indifferent to currency value fluctuations are decidedly

reluctant, are'arcomparatively great iittervala, and;' in general,

rise only under pressure from spiraling costs.
2

. :,.
.

* 7 ,

During the early _1970's, newsstlind and.subscription prices rose,
. , _

apparently in response to "pressure from spiraling costs' compounded by an

economic slump which affected advertising-revenues. The increases were indeed

made reluctantly, in spite of mounting evidende of a highly inelastic demand:

As early as 1961, Gallup advised newsiaper publishers that a majlority of their

readers were redeptive to a 15-edentsacoPy price, althougmost newapapers

-3
.

then charged only 5 cents. Yet as recently as the begineing of 1971, only

148 of the 1,742 daily newspaper8 in the United-States were chargiq the price

that Gallup had assilse.d them was "safe" ten years before. It was no until 1974

that a majority of the daily newspapers finally reached the price.

a
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Mansfield has stated:

Most businessmen'intuitively are aware of-thiNklasticity of

demand for goods they make, although they may not have a:atailed,

precise estimate. Nevertheless, some firms tend to be miservative

and underestimate elghticity of demand.
4

The opposite appears to be true of the newspaper industry. Newspaper

managers seem to overestimate the elasticity of demand for newspaper subscription

and per-copy prices. the concept of elasticity is shown in Figured.

FIGURE'l ABOUT HERE

Two hypothetical demand curves are show in Figure 1, De, a relatively

-elastic deiaand curve, and Di, a te1ativ9k inelastic demand curve. With a

given price of Pl, circulation would be Cl. If price is increased to P2,.the

circulation would decrease to C2 on the inelastic demand curve, but it would

drop, to C3 if the demand curve is relatively elastic.

There is,some evidence that the demand for newspaper copies is inelastic,

similar to curve D1 in Figure 1, buethe evidence has been largely based on

isolated examples. In,1976, Clark reported results of circulation and price

.changes for a random sample of 202 daily new4apers. He found that in 59.4%

of the cases, circulation continued to increase as'subscription rate increased,

and in only 39.3% of -die .cases did circulation ded4ease.5 IHe concluded:

.A 0

Obviously, there is a-point of-diminishing returirin increasing

subscripdlon rates, but'this point apparently has not been reached hy

most newspapers in the
.
UnitedStates, partligularly by n4wspapers with

circulations of 50,000'or lesi.6
0
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The Problem

The potential economic magnitude of "underpricing" is striking. Cons

the effect of the reluctant increase from 10 to 15 cents a copy. Based o

total daily newspaper circillation of 62,000,000, the gross effect of the in-

crease is more than $3,000,000 a day, or more than $1 billion-a year. This is

an average of some $500000 for each of the 1,750 Dr so daily newspapers in the

country. In times of economic problems, the mainitude f "lost revenue" from,.

arbitrary pricing is disturbing.

The Hypothesis

This study was conducted as an initial step toward determining.the

elasticity of demand for newspaper circulation, in an attempt to prOvide more

precise economiC data for decision-making in the newspaper industry. It was

hypothesized that the demand curve for circulation would be highly inelas

ioe., a given percentage increase in price Would not lead to A corresponding

percentage decrease in circulation.
.

Baumol explains the demand funcEion as follows:
Al

The most obvious piece of information we desire of a demand

function is an indication of the effect on the "dependent" variable

of aichlingelin the value of one of the,other variables. In the case

of the demand curve, this involves'measurement of the response,in

quantity.demanded which can be expected to result from a given change

ih the price of the commodity.
7

In this study, We exaemined the changes in circulation that resulted as

!/ price increased for newspaper copies.

5
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Methodology

Data on changes in circulation, per-copy-price and population of thq

area ip which the newspaper is published were collected for all daily newspapers

published in tHe United States in both 19.70 and 1975.8 AlthOugh home-delivery

prices were not available, it was assumed-that there is a close relationship

. .

between changes in per-copriprice and home-delivery price. Changes in papule-

tion'were included as a coilcomitint variable, to control for population changes

as aa influence on circulation changes. The raw data Imre converted to per-

centage changes for the analyse:a.

The datu. were subjected to both descriptive and regression analyses,

Using computer program SPSS.9. Analyses were first made on all newspapers, and

then separate runs were male on morning, evening, Sunday-and all-day newspapers

to determine if elasticity estimates varied among the various types of newspapers.

Results

The hypothesis received strong support. In all cases, population

changes correlated positively,with circulation changes, as was expected. This

means that as pop lation increased, circulation tended to increeie. Price

dhanges tended _to orrelate negatively with circulation changes, indicating that

circulation decreased as price increased, with population changesjeld. stant.

i
.

Roweyer, none of the correlations were significant at the 0.05 level
.....

more important, though, the correlation between percentage price changb

and pgrcentage circulation change was very low in all analyses. Ibis indicates

that a relatively large percentage increase in price resulted in a much smaller

percentage decrease in circulation.
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All Newspapers

Y/1A total of 2,194 newspapers published in both 19 0 and 1975 were

,

analyzed as a group. The number is higher than the usual figure of about 1,750

because newspapers with the same name wAth morning, evening, and/or Sunday

editions were counted as separate papers foi the analyses. The total included

290 morning newspapers or_editions, 1,334 evening, 546 Sunday, and 24 all-day.

A summary of changes for all newspapers is presented in Table 1.

4

-TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE

.. *
During the six-year period, circulation mean increase was 9.9%,populat'i.on

4_ i .

increase was 6.0% and price increase was 41.1%. If the demand for newspaper
%.,

circulatipn had unitary elasticity, we would.expect to find'a 41.1% decrease in

circulation with 41.1% increase in price. Obviously, thu s. was swItthe Caee.

Although total circulation did increase, however, when population change is__
. : ----

)h ld constanr, the increase in price resultedim a mingt-decrease In circulation:

,

Data next were subjected r liptiple regression analysis to determine

the relatIonship. between price change and circulation change. Results of the

regression for all newspapers awe presented in Table 2.

OW

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE

:The formula for the regressiOn equation can be elrIssed:
_

Y' A + x1B1 + x2B2

where Y he predicted change in.circulation, A .is Ia constant, xl is the

regression oefficient for populatiod change (B1) and x2 is the regression

coefficient for price change (B2).

7
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1
The regression technique usid AlS analysis wee step-wise, with the

computer deterMining first the predictor accounting for the greater variance

in the criterion variable (circulation change) and then tht predictor variable

accouhting for the lesser variance. In every case, circulation change accounted
#

forsthe.greater amount of vdriande.

tThe variable entered in Step 1 was "percent Change in population."'

M ltiple R was 0.08279 and R
2

(variance accounted for) was only 0.00685. With

1 nd 2192 degrees of freedom, the F-value of-15.12816 was not significant at

the 0.05 level.-
4

"Percent change in price" was entered in Stei 2. Multiple R was
.-

0.087 8 with both variables entered in the equation, withan i2'.of 0.00772.

Thus, ,percent change in price" added only 0.00087, variance accounted for, lkth

an F-value of 1.919 Cp> 0.05).

change of only 1.25% decrease.

-
- Values for the equation are:

Y' 0.10404,+ 0.10621 (population change) +
1.

(-) 0.0270 (ptiice change)
e,

If we hold population change constant at zero, the equation becomes:

Y' at 0.10406 - 0.02718 (price change)

Solving for a 50% increase in price, we obtain a Predicted circulation

-Applyi is formula to a-hypothetical-newspaper with 100,000 circula-
,

tion and a price of 10 cents per ccipy, we.would find that raising the prikl,.

50% to 15 cents(Would result in a 1.25% decrease in circulation, or 1,250.

gith'100,000 circulation at 10 cents per copy, daily gross revenue froM circula- .

tion would be $10,000. At 15 cents a copy and a circulation of 98 750, daily

_gross revenue from circulation would be $14812.50, or an ,incréase of

$4,812.50 per day. On the basis of 312 issues per year, this amounts to

-6-
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$1,304;940.° In,addition, of course; there would be some reduction in newsprint

'and other costs; further increasing-economic benefits.
. ,

The demand. curve deriVed from these Zata is Shown inTigure 2,

FIGURE .2,ABOUT' HERE

Changee by Type of Newspaper
. _

In terms-of circglation .change duriTtg the 1970 to 975 period, Sunday

newspapers had the g eatest tirculation (12.6Z). followed by morning news-

papers (+10.7%), evening newspeioers (4-8.8%) hd all-day newspapers (-3.9X).

Although all-day newspapers had die greatest Change in price (4-5200%), for.the.

other three typo of newspapers circulation change was inVersly-related to"
/

price change; i.e., Sunday newspapers; which had ihe greatest-circulatioq.growth,

also had the greatest price increase (448.0%), followed by morning newspapers

(4-400%) and evening 'newspapers (+38:1%).

A summarY of changes'Sy type of newspaper sis predented in Table 3.

- TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE'

1

in the Titultiple regression analy al17-diy- newspapers actually had: a

positive regression coef.ficient for p rcentage price-change (4-0.12536), indi-

cating that price increase clearly was molt associated with circulation decrease.
,

The,other regression coefficienti foi price caftge.werg: morning newspdpers
.

(-0.01976)-,,evening newspapqrs (70.028r3i, Sunday newspapers (-0.04145).
PIP_

The multiple R, R
2
,-R

2
-change, and regression coefficients by type of.lk

_-

newspaper are summarized in Table 4.



,change

"0

TABLE 4 ABOUT iERE.

The regression equations by type of newspaper were as follows:

-.

Moining: V 0.7:0744 + 0.18788 (peicent population change) +

(-) 0.01976 (percent price change) '

Evening: 0.09391 41 0.06841 (percent populatiOn change) +

(-) 0.02821 (percent price change)

Sunday: Y' 0.12777,+ 0.35618 (percent

1.

All-Day: Y'

,Z7

(-) 0.04145 (percent price

population-Change) +

OPchange)_y

0.01074 + 0.03963 (pertent population change) 4:

/
0.12536 (percent prtice change)

Solving for a 50% price'ihcrease and holdink percentage population

we derive the iollowing elasticity estimatesi

Morning:* 0.88% circulation decrease. .

Evening: 1.32% circulation-deciease

Sunday: 1.95% circulation de-crease.

constant at zero,

All-Day: 6.29% circulation increase.

TIO.s does' not suggest-that raising the price on min all-day newspaper

would cause a circulation increaqe, but itoes demonstrate dramatically that

the price ingteases during ithe 1970-1975 period.were not related to the actual

circulation declines. We must search for deeper, more complext-explanations

of circulatiA changes than price and population changes, either alone or in

combination.
, 0

The firma. Ohaam,:of the study involved comparing circulation mhangejof

those daily newspapers which increased priceJV1O to cents With thope

which reMained cOnstant at lOtents during the 1970-1975,pe iod.



A totil of 942 neWspapqrs increasedyrice from,10 to 15 cents during,.

this period. For.these newspapers, the' 50% Orice increase was.accompant'ed by an.

8.3% circulation increase. The .S36 newspapers which maintained the 10-ceptaprice

throughoUt the period experienced a 12.1% increase in circulation- Thus, the\ .

/

I-

constant price resulted in a 3.8% greeter increase in circulation..,

ol...,.._

.

y
.

These data were.subjected to SPSS subprovam PEARSON CORRELATION. For die

;
.

combined 1,478 newspapers, pean*percentage price increase was 31.87% and mean

circulation increase was 9.68%. The,correlation.coefitcient between percentage
4 .

price change and percentage circulation change vas -0.0568, which was signi4icant
-

at the 0.03 level. The negative correlation indicates that nfwspapers Which
T

increased copy:price 50% did have a slightly 1 er percentage circulation

increase, as we would expect. However, the difference of only 3.8% means that

th emana curve still was highly inelastic add that the price increase would

lead substantialIY higher total revenue for the newspapers which increased.

price.

'It is revealtng to speculate on tb
. .

tentitdifferences in revenue for

the two groups of newspapers. For the newspapers which increased price from

10 to 15 cents, the mean circulation in 1975 was 38;781.7. .,,The additional

5,cents, ignoring rier, percentage of the inc461e,- atounts to $1,939.08 perfc

.., .

day, or, on the basis of a calendar year for,a4six-day daily riewspafier,
-` 4 %

. .

increased re enue of $604,994.52 foi'the yegt. Even recohtzing that the news-
..

4.' .

. .8.
.

. . .

, . ,

.stand Pride s not identical to su4scriptiob price,'thecontrast is striking.
. .

.. e,

...
,_

Carr ng the comparison one step farther, the newspapers which remained A
.7.

constant a 10 cents, circulation for the .average newspaper was 25,728.2 in
0

.

1970 And 26,841.9 in 1975. At a full 14 cents per copy per day; gross circula-

tion re*enue would,have gone dom $862,719.84itn 1970 to $837,467.28 in 1975,
_ .

I

.

an ricrease of 4.3% in gross circulation revenue. Foe the newspapers which



1
..'

.

increased Pri e from 10'to.15 ants
9

, e.gross circulation revenue would have
.

f

risen for-the average' newspaper from701,1 80.40.in 1970 to $1,814,983.56, or

I- .-
.

.- an increase of 51.7% in gross circulation nue.-

The contriist between an.kincrease of 4.3% and an increase=of 51.7% in gross
.

'. 4
circulation revenue vividly demdilstrates the economic penalty of overestimating-

.

the elasticity'ofdemand for newaPaper

SummaKy and-eOnclusions

iesults ofthis study Offer strong.support for the hypothesis that the

demand for newspaper 4rculation from 1970 to 1975 was highly inelasiie. Al-
.0

though per-copy prices rose 41.1% during the six-year period, total circulation

°actually increased 9.9%. Controlling for changes in population,%the cOrrelailon

between circulation and Price change.was slightly neiative, indicating a small

decrease in circulation with a much greater incrdase-inprice.

'It can be ccinC ded that at least during this time period, newspapers'

were rossly underpuiced and newspapers lost a tremapous.amount of Potential

T,
enue. Although we cannot predict with Confidence-that futOre price incredees

will continue to remain inelastic, there is no eNidence.that newspapers have

yet approached a point of diminishing return from price increases.
3

t.

It is possiblie, of course, that phdre might be A kink in thedemand

curve, perhaOs a psychological barrier thai would.result in.greatdt eiestIcity
-.-

1

'
. .

bey1 d some point. In4eed, some newspaper managers have Specualted that
.

6
further price incresses.will leadez greaier decreases in ciraildiion.

.

4

However, another possibility needs to be explored. perhaps we-are. c

approacbing the point where price increases might.be a catdlyst fd eabscription

cancellations/rather than the cause. In other words, it might be an excuse.io

Alt

:capcel a newspaper that has long since lost its,televance to solo;readers.-

12
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pthis
is true, we will need-to greatly expand our efforts to define die rele-

vant role of the newsPaper in our .fast-changing, Complex society.

.As Gallup-stated 15 years ago, people w141 continue,to be reieptive to
'., .

.

A

ob.

price increases so long as the'newspaper is worth the price to them.
10

110
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Table 1. Changes in Mean CirculatiOn,'Pric, and Population for All
/ Daily Newspapers, 1970-1975 4

Variable 1970 1975
.

. .

Total Percent

Circulation 47;808.687 48,718.156 * +909.469 9.t'

Population 134019.750 135,987.250 41,658.500 6.0
,

12.004 16.864 +4.860 41.1

4

s'r
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Table 2. Regression Coefficients in Pe centage Circulation change for .

Percentage'Changes in Populaion and Price, All Newspapers.

A f
Population

Price

Multiple R

0.08279

0.08788

R
2

//

0.00885

0.00772
/

2R Change

0.00685

0.00067

Regression Coefficient

'0.10621

-0.02718

1



Table 3. Changes in MeanxCirculation, Price and-Popu by Types
of Newsp4ers, 1970-1975

1970 1975 Total

Morning Newspapers:

tirculation 80,411.312 82,645. 5 2,2111.438

Population 314,172.5 32i,146. 37 8,974.43

Price 9.938 .13 59 3.82
V

Evening Newspapers:
110,

Circtilation 25,936.148 26,104.277 168.12
41/7

Population 75,510.43 75,530.875. 120.43

Price 9.749 13.351 3.6

Sunday Newspapers:

-Circulation 81,389.25 83,710.375 2,321.12

Population 174,512.25 176,956.5 2,444.25

Price 18.62 26.949 8.32

All-Day Newspapers:

Circulation 102,005.25 99,640.5 -2,364.75

Population 272,225.125 277,831.0f 5,605.87

Price 12.292 19.375 7.08

17
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Percent

40.8,

8.8

6?8,

38.1

12.6

5.1

48.0

-3.9

6.3

52.0
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Table 4. Regressiop Coefficients on Percentage Circulation Change for

Percentage Chaiges in Population and Price, by Types of
,Mewspapers.

Multiple R

'Morning:

R2V
2
Change Regression Coefficient

gal

Population

Price

Evening:
:

'Population
.

re

Price
q -

Sunday:

Population

Price

*

A11-Day:

Population

Price

0.10928

0.11119

i

0.07167-

6.07893
-

.

-

0.14197

0.14756

.....

0.10378

0.13074

0.01194'

0,01236

0.60514
. ,..

_,: 0.00623

0.02015

0.02177

0.01077

0.01109.

0.01194

1 0.00042

,

i..

0.00514

0.00109

0.02 15

0.00162

.0e

0.01077

0.00632

6.18788

'-0.01976

0,06841

-0.02823

-

0.35618

-0.04145

0.03963

'0.1436

.t
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Figure 1. . Elastic and Inelastic Demand Curves.
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Figure 2. Estimated Demand Curve for All Daily Newspapers, 1970-1975.
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